Connect
With dispersed employees, fickle customers and growing dependency on suppliers and partners, you need to stay connected to your business in a whole new way. Traditional face to face meetings are not always convenient, email is time consuming and synchronous, and you don’t have time to guess who is available for what.

Today, being connected means meeting near real time with a supplier or partner on the fly and not in a conference room or on the road. It means meeting your customers at their convenience and knowing how to reach the most available resource to solve issues and increase satisfaction. It means managing and engaging employees when you need to, not when they can.

You need a whole new way to connect. With pervasive video, video conferencing, chat and IM, it’s all there, virtually anytime, anywhere, any device.

Mobilize
Attracting and retaining a talented work force is increasingly challenging. Today’s employees want choices, from where they work to what device they use. Whether in an office, at home, or on the road they need to be available for clients, access available resources real time, and jump in on meetings that aren’t bound by walls and require travel. This new work force just doesn’t need this, they expect it.

With a mobile first approach, AT&T has the expertise and solutions to help you overcome the challenges of a dispersed work force, without losing the intimacy of close proximity, helping enable you to offer more to employees and increase productivity in the long run.

Virtualize
Working effectively with distributed teams and remote partners requires a focus on team coordination, integration, performance and risk management. Gone are the days when files were in cabinets, catalogs in briefcases and documents on PCs. Your assets need to be available on an as needed basis to share with customers, collaborate on with colleagues and in a form that is portable and accessible from anywhere on a PC, a smartphone, or on a tablet.

Welcome to the “sharing economy,” where ownership is collaborative versus individual. AT&T offers solutions that can help your teams collaborate on a document without concern for version control, where your sales people can present presentations and send customized material to customers while sitting in their office, and via almost any medium. You can truly collaborate to close the sale faster, produce a product quicker, and grow revenue more rapidly.

Transform your business into a highly responsive and efficient organization with help from AT&T Voice and Collaboration

To learn more about AT&T Voice and Collaboration visit www.att.com/uc or have us contact you.
Reduce complexity, rev up productivity

You need to focus on growing your business without the distractions of implementing complicated collaboration solutions or managing multiple vendors.

Having a single point of contact for multiple communication and collaboration tools – delivered, managed and supported by AT&T on a converged Voice and Collaboration platform, can do more than help reduce IT headaches. It can raise personal productivity. A consistent easy-to-use interface can connect employees to the tools they need whether at home, in the office or off the beaten path, allowing you to focus on what’s important.

Features:
• Global availability across a range of consumption models, from dedicated, premises customized solutions to As a Service Cloud based solutions.
• Integrated client for IM and presence
• Integrated web, audio and video conferencing
• Highly secure access to mobile storage and content collaboration solutions
• Single point of accountability for design, delivery and management

Potential benefits:
• Install in your existing environment or reap the cost savings with a virtual deployment.
• Avoid the time and wait of linear communications by instantly identifying and communicating available resources.
• Conduct conferences or participate in meetings from anywhere, anytime and with virtually any device saving time and travel expense.
• Access content and collaborate on the go to help accelerate the pace of business
• Reduce the distraction of managing a complex solution and free resources to focus on the business

To find out more about how Voice and Collaboration can make the people and business processes in your organization more efficient, contact your AT&T representative or visit http://www.att.com/uc.